Committee Agenda
Transportation and Public Safety Committee
September 22, 2016 – 10:00 AM
Council Chambers, Grey County Administration Building
1. Call to Order
2. Adoption of the Agenda
3. Declaration of Pecuniary Interest
4. Business Arising from the Minutes
a. Minutes of Transportation and Public Safety Committee meeting dated
August 18, 2016, adopted as presented by Grey County Council on
September 6, 2016
Transportation and Public Safety Committee minutes dated August 18,
2016
5. Deputations
10:05 AM

Brian McCulloch - President, Beaver Valley Ratepayers’
Association (BVRA)
Request for a Speed Limit Change outside of Kimberley, Installing
Engine Brake Signage and Improvements to Transverse Lines
entering Kimberley

6. Reports – Transportation
a. TR-TAPS-46-16 Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund Top – Up
Component Application Grey Road 15
b. TR-TAPS-47-16 Request for Winter Part Time Operators
c. TR-TAPS-48-16 Capital Purchasing Prior to Budget Approval
7. Correspondence
a. Township of Carlow/Mayo – Support for Bill 171, Highway Traffic
Amendment Act (Waste Collection Vehicles and Snow Plows)
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b. Letter from Keith Davidson – Grass Cutting on Scenic Roads
8. Other Business
9. Next Meeting Dates
a. October 6, 2016 at the Grey County Administration Building and/or
October 20, 2016 at the Grey County Administration Building
b. November 3, 2016 at the Grey County Administration Building
10. Adjournment
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Committee Report
Report TR-TAPS-46-16
To:
From:
Meeting Date:
Subject:

Chair Bell and Members of the Transportation and Public Safety
Committee
Pat Hoy, Director of Transportation Services
September 22, 2016
Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund Top-Up Component Application
(Grey Road 15)

Status:

Recommendation(s)
WHEREAS the Province of Ontario has launched expanded infrastructure funding
under the Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund (OCIF);
AND WHEREAS the County of Grey is eligible to submit an OCIF Top-Up
Component application
AND WHEREAS the County of Grey and the City of Owen Sound would like to
submit applications for the rehabilitation/reconstruction project on Grey Road 15
(3rd Ave East) in Owen Sound;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT Report TR-TAPS-46-16 regarding the
Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund Top-Up Component Application be
received;
AND THAT the Transportation and Public Safety Committee approve the following
project to be submitted as a Top-Up Component Application to the Ontario
Community Infrastructure Fund as a joint submission with the City of Owen
Sound:


Grey Road 15 (3rd Ave East) in Owen Sound reconstruction from 18th
Street to the Waste Water Treatment Plant
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Background
On July 4, 2016 the Province of Ontario launched the expanded Ontario Community
Infrastructure Fund (OCIF). The Fund has been increased to provide more stable,
predictable, formula-based funding and also includes a new top-up component for those
eligible to submit applications.

Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund Top-Up Component
Under the top-up component, $50 million is distributed among communities who
successfully apply for additional funding through OCIF. This allows communities to
partner with the province to invest in critical infrastructure projects that create jobs and
support economic growth.

Application Program Highlights
The application process for the OCIF will involve two stages. Eligible applicants are
required to complete the Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund top-up application
form, including all applicable technical schedules. Applicants are also required to
submit their comprehensive asset management plans as part of this application. The
deadline for submitting is Friday, October 21, 2016 at 5:00 p.m. Following this, eligible
municipalities must submit any outstanding 2015 Financial Information Returns (FIRs)
without critical errors and outstanding 2014 FIRs without critical errors to the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs by December 16, 2016. The FIRs data will be used to help the
Government assess the applicant’s affordability of the proposed project.
The following table provides a brief summary of the application-based component and
the intake to identify potential projects.
Funding available?
Who is an eligible
applicant?

Which projects are
eligible?

What portion of

TR-TAPS-46-16

Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund Top-Up Component
$50 million is distributed among communities
Applicants will be eligible if:
They receive less than $2 million in total over the 2016-17 and 2017-18
years under the formula-based component, and
They did not receive funding under the second intake of the
application-based component
Capital expenditures on core infrastructure (roads, bridges, water and
wastewater, including sanitary and stormwater facilities) projects that
are part of an asset management plan are eligible, including capital
construction of new core infrastructure that addresses an existing
health or safety issue, capital maintenance for the renewal,
rehabilitation and replacement of core infrastructure owned by the
recipient. For projects to be eligible the projects must include a capital
component and construction should not have already begun for the
project being proposed.
Innovative Capital Technologies:
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funding may be
requested?

Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund Top-Up Component
Examples of innovative approaches include trenchless technologies for
lining water mains, phosphorus removal from stormwater, and
ammonia removal from wastewater. Applicants may want to consider
incorporating innovative technologies into their projects.
Multiple Components:
An example of multiple components is a project including paving, water
main, and sewer pipe work.
Land-Use Planning:
Projects must be aligned and support the expected and required
provincial priorities and outcomes, as set out in provincial land use
policy, provincial land use plans and municipal official plans.

What is the funding
cap?

How will funding
flow?
Project completion

Eligible project costs are third-party costs such as, environmental
assessment costs, design/engineering costs, project management
costs, materials, construction and contingency costs (maximum 15%).
Eligible municipalities and LSBs may request up to 90% of a project’s
total eligible cost, to a maximum of the funding cap noted within their
formula-based component allocation notice. The cap depends on the
amount of funding the applicant receives under the formula-based
component. For the top-up component, it is calculated by subtracting
the total formula-based funding the applicant is receiving in 2017 and
2018 from $2 million. Joint projects may be larger projects submitted
by a single lead applicant. Joint applicants may request up to the
combined total top-up funding cap as outlined in each proponent’s
formula-based component allocation notice.
Funding will flow as project milestones are achieved and specific dates
will be outlined in individual contribution agreements.
Specific reporting requirements will be outlined in individual
contribution agreements.

Staff has reviewed the program manuals for the Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund
Top-Up Component. Based on application criteria, Staff is recommending the following
project be submitted for the Province’s consideration:





Rehabilitate/reconstruct Grey Road 15 (3rd Ave East) in Owen Sound from 18th
Street East to the Waste Water Treatment Plant (727 metres).
This project is on the five year program for the 2018 construction season which
satisfies the project completion window (December 31, 2018). Some preliminary
design has already been completed by a consultant. Design will be completed in
2017 and ready for tender early 2018.
The Pavement Condition Index (PCI) of the road sections in this area are 34 and
15, making it among the lower rated roads in the Grey County system.
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The Grey County Asset Management Plan indicates approximately 13% of the
road surfaces are in critical condition as of 2013, including this section of Grey
Road 15.
The Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund (OCIF) Top-up component
application indicates that additional consideration will be given to joint projects.
The lead on tendering this joint project is the City of Owen Sound.
The preliminary estimate for the project was $1,080,000 in 2012. The current
total estimate is $1,700,000 taking into consideration inflation and the length of
the project being extended slightly.

Financial / Staffing / Legal / Information Technology
Considerations
Grey Road 15 rehabilitation/reconstruction project:




The total estimated cost for this project is $1,700,000.
Grey County would be responsible to fund approximately $850,000 (50% of the
project)
It is recommended that an application be made the maximum amount of
$613,481 in provincial OCIF funding leaving $236,519 to be funded by the
County.

Link to Strategic Goals / Priorities
The approval of this recommendation to submit projects under the Ontario Community
Infrastructure Fund aligns with Goal 1.5 to actively pursue provincial and federal funding
to sustain municipal services and infrastructure.

Attachment
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs Letter Dated July 13 2016
Respectfully submitted by,
Pat Hoy
Director of Transportation Services
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Committee Report
Report TR-TAPS-47-16
To:
From:
Meeting Date:
Subject:
Status:

Chair Bell and Members of the Transportation and Public Safety
Committee
Graham Wilson, Maintenance Manager
September 22, 2016
Request For Winter Part-Time Operators

Recommendation(s)
WHEREAS an operational review of the winter maintenance operations has
determined the need for eight Winter Part-Time Operators (two for each patrol);
AND WHEREAS by offering three, eight hour scheduled winter shifts per week,
Transportation Services will be providing weekend coverage consistent with
weekdays and improve the overall level of service;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT report TR-TAPS-47-16 be received;
AND THAT staff be directed to proceed with hiring the proposed eight Part-Time
Operators for the 2016/2017 winter season.

Background
An operational review of the past two winter seasons has confirmed the need to hire
part time operators.
Transportation Services hired 24 Back-Up Operators for the 2014/2015 winter season.
Back-Up Operators are typically construction workers and look for employment for the
winter months. The Back-Up Operators were not guaranteed hours and were not
compensated while on standby. At the beginning of the 2014/2015 winter season some
of them were still working with another employer and were not available until the end of
December, 2014. A number were seeking other temporary employment and when they
received offers of work, they were not available to plow and others applied for
Employment Insurance benefits. As a result, Transportation Services needed to hire
three more Operators that season and spent an additional $4,500 training new staff.
TR-TAPS-47-16
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In the 2015/2016 winter season, Transportation Services guaranteed the Back-Up
Operators 16 hours a week if they were available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 20
Operators returned from the previous season and four additional Operators were hired
to bring the Back-Up Operator compliment to 24. When plowing hours were not
available, the Back-Up Operators would be called in to assist regular staff with
performing other maintenance tasks such as, cold patching and sign maintenance.
These call-ins were unscheduled and staff would usually be given 24 hours’ notice of
call-in. Due to the lack of notice and previously arranged appointments, frequently the
Back-Up Operators were unable to come into work as per our request and as a result,
they would lose their guaranteed hours.
The Back-Up Operators indicated that 16 hours was not enough and that they would
rather collect Employment Insurance benefits. During this season four Operators left
the organization and Transportation Services needed to hire four more and spent an
additional $6,000 in training.
During the time of recruitment, hiring and training Transportation Services had to rely on
our regular staff at an overtime rate of one and one-half for after hour and weekend
coverage. The extra hours incurred had to be monitored closely to ensure compliance
with the Highway Traffic Act regarding hours of service. Work/life balance also needed
to be considered and this was raised by the Union at recent Labour Management
meetings.

Analysis
Transportation Services has consulted with Simcoe County and Dufferin County to
determine how they are managing their weekend coverage in terms of plow staffing. It
was determined that both Counties provide 40 hour weekly operator shifts. Currently,
Dufferin County has a total of 21 Operators for 10 routes, utilizing two, eight hour shifts
daily with reduced routes or lengthened routes on afternoons, overnight and on
weekends. The ratio for Operators to routes is 2.1:1. Currently, Simcoe County has a
total of 74 Operators for 36 routes, utilizing two, eight hours shifts daily with reduced
routes or lengthened routes overnight and on weekends. The ratio of Operators to
routes is 2.0:1.

TR-TAPS-47-16
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The additional staff requested in this report will give Grey County a total of 30 Operators
for 17 routes, with reduced routes or lengthened routes on afternoons and overnight.
The ratio of Operators to routes is 1.8:1. Grey County will continue to have afternoon
and overnight Patrollers operate plows when conditions dictate to spot plow and spot
spread during their patrol shifts. This operational difference has been proven to be
more efficient than having a Patroller in a pick-up truck and calling in an Operator for
isolated areas throughout the patrol. In addition, the Patroller using the plow is effective
in addressing drifted and slippery sections in a timely manner. When a winter event has
affected all routes and staff has been called in, the Patroller remains in the plow on an
assigned route.
The below table provides the operational comparison of all three Counties.
Item
Number of Operators
Number of Routes
Ratio

Dufferin County
21
10
2.1:1

Simcoe County
74
36
2.1:1

Grey County
30
17
1.8:1

Dufferin and Simcoe Counties do not use Patrollers as Operators. This operational
difference explains Grey County’s lower Operator to route ratio. Factoring in the four
Patrollers as Operators, the ratio of proposed Operators to routes is 2.0:1.
Transportation Services’ recommendation is to hire eight Winter Part-Time Operators at
the Operator 1 position title at a rate of $23.38 per hour to 25.50 per hour from October
31, 2016 until April 17, 2017. The recommended Part-Time Operators will be
guaranteed three, eight hour scheduled winter shifts per week, which will cover
weekend routes that are currently not staffed by full time staff on-call, as per the
Collective Agreement. Weekday afternoon routes will also be staffed using Part-Time
Operators from the Winter Part-Time Shift 1 and the Winter Part-Time Shift 2. The
proposed Winter Part-Time Operator Shifts 1 and 2 are detailed below.
Winter Part-Time Shift 1: Thursday 3:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Friday 3:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Saturday 1:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Winter Part-Time Shift 2: Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Monday 3:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Tuesday 3:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
The Winter Shifts Schedule (attached) illustrates the current Winter Shift Schedule,
along with the proposed Part-Time Operator shift schedule. Weekday shifts shown as
“OFF” will be covered except for Wednesday, which can be filled as required by either
the Winter Part-Time Shift 1 or the Winter Part-Time Shift 2.
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These positions will help provide a level of service on the weekends consistent with
weekday levels of service without exhausting regular staff resources and will reduce the
required number of Back-Up Operators from 24 to 8. The Back-Up Operators will not
be guaranteed hours. The current talent pool of seasonal bridge crew staff and
previous Back-Up Operators includes those with the skills and knowledge required to fill
the Part-Time Operators positions. We also have staff that work Monday to Friday with
another employer and like to pick up extra work on the weekends with Grey County.
These staff will be looked upon to fill the winter shifts available for Back-Up Operators.
This hiring initiative will have a positive effect on staff retention for the summer months
and enhance Transportation Services’ efforts related to succession planning. Some of
the tangible benefits and cost savings that cannot be quantified include fewer turnovers
in winter operators, which means better return on investment for training and a
reduction in recruitment costs. Implementing these shifts will also increase our ability to
manage hours of service.

Financial/Staffing/Legal/Information Technology Considerations
The determined annual cost of $189,000 will be offset by a significant reduction in full
time employee overtime wages and back-up employee wages. Please see tables below
for complete details.
Full Time Employee Overtime Wages
(includes benefits and burden)

2014/2015 Actual
$212,000

2015/2016 Actual
$204,000

Back-Up Employee Wages
(includes benefits and burden)

2014/2015 Actual

2015/2016 Actual

$112,000

$78,000

Winter Part-Time Employee Wages
(includes benefits and burden)

2016/2017 Estimated
$189,000

TR-TAPS-47-16
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The exact cost offset will be determined by the number of winter events. Based on last
year, the estimated cost is approximately $75,000 savings from Full-Time employee
overtime wages and Back-Up Operator employee wages.
No full time Union employee will be laid off as a result of employing the requested PartTime Operators.
The Winter Part-Time Operator positions will not limit Transportation Services’ ability to
investigate other winter maintenance delivery options.

Link to Strategic Goals/Priorities
Strategic Goal 6: Achieving Excellence in Governance and Service

Attachments
Winter Shift Schedule
Respectfully submitted by,
Graham Wilson
Maintenance Manager
Director Sign Off: Pat Hoy, Director of Transportation Services
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Winter Shifts Schedule
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Committee Report
Report TR-TAPS-48-16
To:
From:
Meeting Date:
Subject:
Status:

Chair Bell and Members of the Transportation and Public Safety
Committee
Graham Wilson, Maintenance Manager and Sharon Melville, Buyer
September 22, 2016
Capital Purchase Prior to Budget Approval

Recommendation(s)
WHEREAS the 2017 budget has not yet been approved;
AND WHEREAS Section 10.1 Reporting to Council of the purchasing procedure
states that items requiring pre-budget approval must be reported to Council in
order to have the expenditure authorized via resolution;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT report TR-TAPS-48-16 be received;
AND THAT staff be directed to proceed with procuring two tandem trucks prior to
2017 budget approval due to delivery time constraints.

Background
Staff is seeking pre-budget approval via resolution to let a tender for two tandem plow
trucks.
Section 10.1 ‘Reporting to Council’ of the purchasing procedure states that items
requiring pre-budget approval must be reported to Council in order to have the
expenditure authorized via resolution. Section 3.0 ‘Authorization’ of the procedures
states that staff is authorized to procure up to 50% of gross expenditures contained in
the first year of the Five Year Capital Forecast, prior to the annual budget being
approved, once Council has authorized these capital expenditures via resolution.

TR-TAPS-48-16
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The purpose of this early tender date is to expedite the delivery of the units to ensure
that they are available for use for the 2017/2018 winter season. Past history has shown
that delivery takes several months from the date of purchase. (2008 - 8 months, 2009 7 months, 2010 - 8 months, 2011 - 8 months, 2012 - 9 months, 2014 - 9 months).
Consideration has been given to the replacement of three current trucks. One triaxle
and two tandem trucks will be auctioned following the arrival of the two new tandems. A
route analysis has shown that tandem trucks are the appropriate vehicle in both material
space and agility to undertake winter maintenance.

Financial/Staffing/Legal/Information Technology Considerations
These units have been submitted for replacement in the ‘Machinery’ portion of the Five
Year Capital Forecast.
The Machinery portion of the Capital for 2017 is forecasted at $1,224,500. Each of the
tandem trucks are estimated at $251,000 or $502,000, which is expected to come in
under the 50% spend allowance.

Link to Strategic Goals/Priorities
Strategic Goal 6: Achieving Excellence in Governance and Service.
Respectfully submitted by,
Graham Wilson,
Maintenance Manager

Sharon Melville,
Buyer

Director Sign Off: Pat Hoy, Director of Transportation Services
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THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF CARLOW/MAYO
3987 Boulter Road, General Delivery
Boulter, Ontario KOL 1GO
Tel: (613) 332-1760 Fax: (613) 332-2175
Monday to Thursday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Arlene Cox – Clerk-Administrator/Deputy Treasurer
Email – clerk@carlowmayo.ca

Ed Whitmore – Chief Building Official
Direct Line – (613) 332-8207
Email – cbo@carlowmayo.ca

Jenny Snider –Treasurer /Deputy Clerk
Email – treasurer@carlowmayo.ca

2016 08 17

The Honourable Steven Del Duca
Minister of Transportation
Unit 3 5100 Rutherford Road
Woodbridge, Ontario
L4H 2J2
Dear Minister Del Duca:
I am writing today to urgently request your support regarding Bill 171, Highway Traffic Amendment Act (Waste
Collection Vehicles and Snow Plows), 2016.
The Council of the Township of Carlow/Mayo considers this Bill to be an important initiative that will save lives and
ensure that workers whose jobs take place in roadways are made safer.
The following quotation from the Milestones Magazine highlights the concerns in our municipality:
“For many of these workers, their workplace is a vehicle and the edge of the road where there is increased risk from
careless and distracted drivers and rear end collisions. The increased risk, resultant injuries and fatalities that are
associated with this kind of work are a problem across North America. This Bill would bring Ontario in line with other
jurisdictions that have already protected similar workers.” OGRA MILESTONES Spring/Summer 2016
We strongly agree with the above quoted statement as our operators have been involved in motor vehicle accidents due
to the inattention and distraction of the public.
Our operators should be treated the same as the O.P.P., EMS and Fire because we also provide essential service to the
public.
Yours truly,

Bonnie Adams
Reeve of the Township of Carlow/Mayo
Copy – All Ontario Municipalities
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Keith & Lola Davidson
Warder,Tara
Vokes, Sharon; Wingrove, Kim; Hoy, Pat
RE: Grass Cutting Scenic Roads
August-18-16 9:35:41 AM

Afternoon Mr. Hoy:
You don’t know me. I live         Grey Rd. 1 RR2 The Kemble Shore    I am a 4th generation Davidson –
Kemble & North Keppel. In 2014 Grey County Administration asked me to write a paragraph for its
glossy “Grey County 2014 Year In Review” under the section “What the public has to say . . .”that
was sent out to all ratepayers. Here is what I said – “I love the rocks, rivers, old roads/hills and
spectacular scenery in Grey County and the new County logo graphic captures how I feel. It looks
like Skinner’s Bluff where I often play my bagpipes. It’s forward looking, sitting on a firm foundation
and it reminds me that we are a proud, strong people moving ahead each year in abundant ways.
Go Grey County Grow!” signed R. Keith Davidson.
I have a big concern about the lack of grass cutting on our scenic road the past few years. Last year
the County only cut the grass ONCE – the weeds and grass were higher than me (6ft.) before it was
cut. This year the grass was not cut until the first day of the summer solstice June 21st. – the grass
and weeds were up to the bottom of mail boxes before it was cut – the grass was never cut in the
spring, the highest grow time. To-day is August 16 almost 2 months since the grass was last cut and
we do not have a scenic road the way it should be because the grass, the tumble weeds, the wild
carrot and chicory are up away over our knees.
Last Feb./March I had 3 letters to your predecessor Michael Kelly about grass cutting and copied
them to Warden Barfoot. The letters are probably still on file. Mr. Kelly was open and transparent
which I appreciated. His mantra was safety on Grey Roads but he could care less about scenic
beauty on our road i.e. grass/weed cutting. Me – I see safety first but housekeeping on the road is
very important too. Grey County tells everybody to keep Grey County beautiful which we do but
they don’t practice what they preach – they only cut the grass on the verge once a year! I tried to
convince Mr. Kelly of throwing his policy of treating all the 800 km of roads the same re the number
of times a year they are cut – I said give “The Scenic Route” roads like Island View Drive special
status and cut the grass/weeds at least 4X’s a year minimum. If you did this you would not have to
use your pulverizing bush hog flail cutter machine that desecrates the verges – instead you could
convert back to your old side cutter machine that was used to cut roadside grass for many years – it
was 10xs as fast as the flailer (just ask your operators) – the flailer crawls – it is slower than a turtle
crossing the road – on June 20th the operator cut the lake side of our road in the morning heading
for Wiarton 15 miles away and it took him until Thursday June 24th. at 10 am to come back from
Wiarton cutting the grass on the opposite side of the road – OVER 3 DAYS!
I have been cutting the verge on both sides of the road in front of our place and also my neighbors
for many years – so have all kinds of other people along I.V.D. – we take pride in making our road
neat and nice looking but when the County does not do its share of consistent grass cutting it is
discouraging. Canada’s 150th Anniversary is next year, 2017. I have been encouraging everybody
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along our duly designated Scenic Road to cut their verge and to place a pot of flowers (red/white
preferably) in front of their mail box or entrance to celebrate. It will be so sad if The County does
not do their part and keep the grass cut on a consistent basis. 30% of our Municipal taxes collected
goes to Grey County – we deserve better grass cutting service.
I would appreciate it if I was permitted to attend your monthly Transportation meeting this Thursday
and be given 10 minutes under your “new business” section of your agenda. If this is not possible I
ask that I be put on the agenda in your September meeting. I would like to know why our grass
cutting service has deteriorated so much in the past few years, to encourage you to get your old side
cutter out of mothballs, to give scenic roads in The County preferential treatment and to cut the
grass at least 4X’s a year minimum.
I have another issue re signs placed at the Kemble Women’s Institute corner on Grey Road 1. For
close to 20 years now I have been making big signs for our community events i.e. Pumpkin
Chuckin’(now gone), Kemble Maple Syrup Tour, Easter Morn Church Service Big Bay, Art In The
Garden at Kepple Croft, IVDARA Chili Cook-off etc. I only leave them up Monday to Saturday and the
corner is a perfect place to communicate with everybody in our neck of the woods. I have a problem
– the past several months an operator with the County now takes my signs down as soon as they
are put up and then lays them on the ground. I am asking that I be given a special exemption to put
these community signs up maximum 6 days. If this request can’t be granted maybe The County
would consider installing a tall post in the vicinity that I can make use of in the future and to tell
the employee who has started to take my signs down to leave them standing?
Thanking you for your attention to my request(s). Maybe I can drop in to your office some day and
we can have a week chat? I will bring along pictures of our “Scenic Road” with grass and weeds up
higher than the guard rails in certain sections – not to embarrass you but to try to show you how
nice it would look without them. I am hoping that you will be interested in bringing back our road to
it’s long time scenic standard.
Kindest regards,
R. Keith Davidson,
The Kemble Shore
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